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Abstract 
Scheduling preferences, derived under the assumption of expected utility maximization, can be used for measuring the value 
of travel time variability. As an alternative to the expected utility maximization, the rank dependent utility is chosen in this 
paper. Considering a flexible probability weighting for ranked outcomes, two frequently applied scheduling models are 
derived and estimated on a data set with specific travel time distributions. Optimistic respondents are observed. Allowing for 
heterogeneity of scheduling preferences improves the model performance significantly. We also found evidence for valuing 
excessive travel time, which is not included in the traditional scheduling model specifications. 
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1. Introduction 
The dispersion in travel times has been acknowledged as an indispensible part of travel cost. Transport 
economics research has been interested in the assessment of value of travel time variability (VTTV) and its 
integration into traffic assignment and Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). The scheduling model, assuming that 
individuals adjust their departure times with respect to random travel time (Gaver, 1968), is considered to be 
behaviorally consistent in measuring VTTV. There are two frequently applied scheduling models: one has a 
linear function of travel time (Vickrey, 1969; Small, 1982) and the other has a quadratic form (Vickrey 1973). 
Noland and Small (1995) extended the linear scheduling model in the context of stochastic travel time, and Bates, 
Polak, Jones and Cook (2001) deduced a more general conclusion that VTTV can be inferred from the scheduling 
preferences estimated in a scheduling model. Recently a simplified form of the linear scheduling model is studied 
by Fosgerau and Karlström, (2010); and the quadratic scheduling model is studied by Tseng and Verhoef (2008); 
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Fosgerau and Engelson (2011). Both provided a theoretical basis that the derived forms of scheduling models can 
be reconciled with the traditional mean-variance models.  
The scheduling models were derived, however, under the assumption that individuals are maximizing 
Expected Utility (EU). Such an EU hypothesis (Bernoulli David, 1954; von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947) is 
convenient but not always “true”. Allais (1953) already displayed many cases where the axioms of EU are 
violated by actual human behavior. In the face of travel time variability (TTV), individuals could have different 
risk attitudes (risk aversion, risk taking, risk neutrality) and subjective probability weighting. In EU, the risk 
attitude depends completely on the curvature of the value function; and the risk aversion can be measured by 
constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) or constant relative risk aversion (CRRA). Risk attitudes were found in 
many TTV studies. Senna (1994) proposed a non-linear value function in which the risk attitude parameter is 
fixed. Polak, Hess and Liu (2008) applied CARA to a linear scheduling model and found mildly risk aversion 
among their sample. Significant risk taking was found by Li, Tirachini, and Hensher (2012) when applying 
CRRA to a linear scheduling model. Meanwhile, there are also other alternatives which relax the independence 
axiom of EU, such as Prospect Theory (PT) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), Rank Dependent Utility (RDU) 
(Quiggin, 1982; Wakker, 2010) and Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1992). These 
models accommodate “anomalies” of travel behavior under risks (Avineri & Prashker, 2004). Hjorth (2011) 
applied CPT in estimating the mean-variance model, and found that the economic significance of probability 
weighting was however uncertain since the shape of weighting function varies considerably. Similarly, different 
shapes of weighting functions were also identified by Hensher, Greene and Li (2011), where risk attitude, 
probability weighting and heterogeneity were considered in estimating the mean-variance model.  
Little research has been made in applying sophisticated models, such as PT, RDU, and CPT, in the context of 
scheduling model, particularly the quadratic one. It is of interest to investigate how the departure time choice and 
its maximal scheduling utility change under RDU maximization. The linear scheduling model was derived by 
Koster and Verhoef (2010). They performed a sensitivity analysis on the optimal departure time considering the 
probability weighting function of Prelec (1998). There is no analytical framework developed for the quadratic 
model, and a more flexible probability weighting function is on demand (Rieger & Wang, 2006). Additionally, 
two scheduling models were extended by allowing for discrete penalty for excessive travel times (Wang, 
Sundberg & Karlström, 2012). The idea of evaluating the shape of travel time distribution for VTTV is consistent 
with the argument in van Lint, van Zuylen and Tu (2008), for the reason that travel time distribution is often 
skewed. Therefore, this paper is motivated in deriving the extended forms of linear and quadratic scheduling 
models accounting the flexible weighting function of Rieger and Wang (2006) in a RDU framework.  
In the following sections, we firstly show how to derive the linear and the quadratic models using RDU 
maximization; and how the optimal departure times and optimal scheduling utilities are affected by the 
transformed probability function. The derived scheduling models are estimated on a Stated Preference data, 
which was designed for measuring VTTV. Scheduling parameter estimates from Multinomial Logit (MNL) 
estimation and Mixed Multinomial Logit (MXL) are reported. In particular, the parameters indicating the 
probability weighting function and the random parameters for heterogeneity are presented. An estimation 
technique, applied in estimating the derived liner scheduling model, is also discussed. Some conclusions are 
drawn from our empirical results. In the face of uncertain travel times, optimism is found in the estimation of the 
derived linear scheduling model. The right tail of the travel time distribution still has indispensable contribution 
in VTTV after introducing probability weighting. Including random parameters improves the goodness of model 
fit significantly. In general, the linear scheduling specification outperforms the quadratic one, derived under EU 
maximization or under RDU maximization.  
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2. Theoretical model 
2.1 Rank dependent utility maximizing   
RDU assumes that the value of an outcome depends on both the probability of such an outcome and the 
ranking of this outcome in comparison to other outcomes in the same lottery set. Following a new version of 
RDU, developed by Diecidue and Wakker (2001), all possible outcomes are ordered from the best to the worst, 
i.e., ݔଵ ൐Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ݔ௡  with corresponding probability ݌ଵǡ ǥ ǡ ݌௡ . The rank dependent utility of such a ranked lottery 
ሺ݌ଵݔଵǢ ǥ Ǣ ݌௡ݔ௡ሻ lottery is given by 

ܴܦܷሺ݌ଵݔଵǢǥ Ǣ ݌௡ݔ௡ሻ ൌ෍ ߨ௜ܷሺݔ௜ሻ௜  ;ϭͿ
where for each i 
 ߨ௜ ൌ ݓሺ݌ଵ ൅ ڮ൅ ݌௜ሻ െ ݓሺ݌ଵ ൅ ڮ൅ ݌௜ିଵሻ
ߨଵ ൌ ݓሺ݌ଵሻ ;ϮͿ
RDU is determined by the utility ܷand the corresponding decision weight ߨ . A probability weighting 
function ݓ transforms the cumulative probability into a non-linear fashion. There are some alternative parametric 
functions of ݓ , such as Kahneman and Tversky (1992) and Prelec (1998). Each of those classic weighting 
functions has its own limitation, and Rieger and Wang (2006) suggested a new type of weighting function which 
avoids infinite values for the subjective utility. 

ݓሺܨሻ ൌ ͵ െ ͵ܾܽଶ െ ܽ ൅ ͳ ሾܨ
ଷ െ ሺܽ ൅ ͳሻܨଶ ൅ ܽܨሿ ൅ ܨ ;ϯͿ
ݓ in Eq. 3 transforms probability ܨ with two parameter estimates ܽ א ሺͲǡͳሻ and ܾ א ሺͲǡͳሻ. “ܽ is the point on 
which w changes from over-weighting to under-weighting; and ܾ represents the curvature of ݓ”, as stated in 
Rieger and Wang (2006). It possesses some favorable properties, and some could be violated by classic 
weighting functions. At the same time, ݓ has a concave-convex structure so that it is limited to inverse S-shaped 
weighting function. To give an intuition of such a new weighting function, plots of w for different values of ܽ 
and ܾ are displayed in Fig.1.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Example of weighting function w by Rieger and Wang (2006) 
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ݓ  is linear when ܾ ൌ ͳ  since ݓሺܨሻ ൌ ܨ , as the black dashed line displays. The yellow curve depicts a 
concave-convex ݓ with Ͳ ൏ ܾ ൏ ͳ,  and it crosses at a point ݓሺܨሻ ൌ ܨ ൌ ͲǤͷ. The smaller ܾ is, the more twisted 
ݓ  becomes. In this case, extreme outcomes are over-weighted. In the area of concave, the transformed 
cumulative probability function indicates optimism, since the probabilities of good outcomes are over-weighted. 
Reversely, pessimism corresponds to the area of convex since the probabilities of bad outcomes are over-
weighted instead. Parameter ܽ indicates the point at which the curve changes from concave to convex.  
Allowing ܽ ൌ ͳǡ ݓ always over-weights probabilities even though the curve changes from concave to convex 
at ܨ ൌ ʹȀ͵, as the red line shows. The parameter ܽis statistically indifferent from 1 in the estimated weighting 
function on empirical data, as displayed later in Fig. 2. It implies optimism since bad outcomes are under-
weightedǤ Likewise, the bad outcomes are over-weighted if parameter ܽ is fixed at 0, as the blue curve shows. Its 
curvature changes from concave to convex at ܨ ൌ ͳȀ͵. 
2.2 Scheduling models under RDU   
Scheduling utility can take any specification (see Vickrey, 1973; Polak, 1987; Small, 1982). Here two 
frequently applied specifications, the linear and the quadratic, are analyzed accounting for RDU. Assuming that a 
trip departs at time ܦ, travels for time length  ܶ, and arrives at time ܦ ൅ ܶ, the scheduling models are given by 

ܷሺܶǡ ܦሻ ൌ ቊߙ ܶ ൅ ߚ൫Ͳǡെሺܦ ൅ ܶሻ൯ ൅ ߛ൫Ͳǡ ሺܦ ൅ ܶሻ൯ ൅ ߢ ܬ ߟ ܶ ൅ ߥൗʹ ܦଶ െ ߱ൗʹ ሺܦ ൅ ܶሻଶ ൅ ߢ ܬ   ;ϰͿ
The linear scheduling utility has a linear piecewise function, depending whether arrival time surpasses a 
preferable arrival time (PAT) or not. PAT is normalized at 0 without loss of generality. The quadratic model is 
however independent of PAT. The linear model provides scheduling preference parameter ߙ to travel time ܶ, ߚ 
to arrival earlier than PAT and ߛ  to arrive later than PAT. The quadratic specification provides scheduling 
preference parameters ߥ as the rate of the marginal utility of being at the origin and ߱ as the rate of the marginal 
utility of being at the destination. The penalty caused by excessive travel time ߢܬis included according to Wang 
et al. (2012).  The dummy variableܬ equals to 1 when ܶ ൐ ߬ otherwise 0. The threshold ɒdetermines the point at 
which a discrete penalty occurs.  
Assume that the random travel time ܶ is distributed with a probability density function ߶ሺܶሻ and cumulative 
probability function Ȱሺܶሻǡ which are independent of time-of-day. Expected scheduling utility is 
simplyܧሾܷሺܶǡ ܦሻሿ ൌ ׬ ܷሺܶǡ ܦሻ߶ሺܶሻ݀ܶλͲ . Random utility maximization (RUM) of expected scheduling utilities 
have been studied in Noland and Small (1995), Fosgerau and Karlström (2010) as well as Fosgerau and Engelson 
(2011). Rank dependent scheduling utility is different from the expected one in the transformed probability 
function. If the weighted cumulative probability function is denoted as ݓሾȰሺܶሻሿ, the probability density of ܶ 
becomes 

݀ݓሾȰሺܶሻሿ ൌ ߲ݓሾȰሺܶሻሿ߲ܶ ൌ
߲ݓሾȰሺܶሻሿ
߲Ȱሺܶሻ ߶ሺܶሻ݀ܶǤ ;ϱͿ
The travel times are ranked from best to worst, i.e., from 0 to positive infinity. Rank dependent scheduling utility 
is then given by  

ܴܦܷሺܦሻ ൌ න ܷሺܶǡ ܦሻ
ஶ
଴
߲ݓሾȰሺܶሻሿ
߲Ȱሺܶሻ ߶ሺܶሻ݀ܶǤ ;ϲͿ
In line with the RUM, individuals are assumed to have preferences over scheduling choices and they would 
adjust departure times ܦ to maximize their rank dependent utilities. 
 ܴܦܷכ ൌ ஽ ܴܦܷሺܦሻ ;ϳͿ
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By taking the first order condition overܦ, the optimal departure time ܦכfor linear and quadratic are yielded in  

ܦכ ൌ ቐ
െɌିଵሾݓିଵሺߛ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻΤ ሻሿ
߱
ߥ െ ߱න Ɍ
ିଵሺܨሻ ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
଴
ǡ  ;ϴͿ
where ܨ ൌ Ȱሺܶሻ . Inserting the optimal departure time into the rank dependent utility, the maximal rank 
dependent utility ܴܦܷכis obtained in Eq. 9. The major difference in the derived maximal scheduling utility, 
compared to that under EU, is the density function. 

ܴܦܷכ ൌ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ ሺߙ െ ߚሻන Ȱିଵሺܨሻ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
଴
൅ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻන Ȱିଵሺܨሻ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
௪షభቀఊ ఉାఊൗ ቁ
൅ ߢන ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
஍ሺఛሻ
െߟන Ȱିଵሺܨሻ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
଴
Ȃ ߱
ଶ
ʹሺߥ െ ߱ሻ ቈන Ȱ
ିଵሺܨሻ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
଴
቉
ଶ
െ ߱ʹ න ሾȰ
ିଵሺܨሻሿଶ ߲ݓሺܨሻ߲ܨ ݀ܨ ൅ ߢන
߲ݓሺܨሻ
߲ܨ ݀ܨ
ଵ
஍ሺఛሻ
ଵ
଴
 ;ϵͿ
3. Data 
A stated preference (SP) experiment was designed for measuring VTTV. Questionnaires were distributed to 
commuters, traveling towards and from the center of Stockholm city by the subway and commuter trains during 
peak hours. Respondents were firstly asked about information of their current trips, including travel time duration, 
ticket price, constraints at origin or destination, safety margin, etc.. Then responders were asked to make four 
binary choices, in which alternatives differ in travel time t, travel cost c, the probability p of a delay and its 
duration L. An example of the binary choice experiment is presented in Tab. 1. The data set for estimation 
contains 2996 valid observations (934 respondents). More information about the experimental design and sample 
statistics is provided by Börjesson, Eliasson and Franklin (2012). 
Table 1. An example of stated preference experiment 
SP experiment Departure 1 Departure 2 
Delay  
(if you made this trip every day) 
Once every other month, the 
train is 45 min delayed. All 
other trip are on-time 
Once every other week, the 
train is 10 min delayed. All 
other trip are on-time 
Travel time based on time table 3 min shorter than today 10 min shorter than today 
Ticket price 0.20 higher than today 1.00 higher t han today 
I choose 
1 2 
3 Cancel the trip 
4. Estimation results 
To make comparison for the effect RDU maximization on scheduling parameter estimates, estimations on 
derived forms under EU maximization are presented in the first place. The standard MNL estimation does not 
considered the random taste variation among individuals. It is natural to allow for heterogeneity for individual 
scheduling preferences of spending time at different activities. The panel effect is taken into consideration for the 
repeated choices made by each individual. We assume the scheduling parameters are normal distributed, and we 
use statistical tests to find significant standard deviation parameters of scheduling parameters. An exception is 
made for the MXL estimation of derived linear model. The linear model has a piecewise function separated by 
the threshold ሺߛȀሺߚ ൅ ߛሻሻ ൐ ሺ൏ሻͳ െ ݌  in Eq.10 (or by the threshold ሺߛȀሺߚ ൅ ߛሻሻ ൐ ሺ൏ሻݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ in Eq.11). 
When mixing the scheduling parameters ȕ and Ȗ, the standard simulated likelihood function is continuous but 
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non-smooth, thus a maximum may be difficult to be found if the optimum locates at a kink which is not 
differentiable. As a remedy, we propose an estimator on breaking up the integration of the likelihood function 
into a number of domains, where none of the individuals’ random draws crosses any thresholds. Such conditional 
draws generates conditional likelihood contributions, allowing us to construct a smooth simulated likelihood 
function in the parameters of interest. A Gibbs sampling technique is applied here for generating such conditional 
random draws. ߙ, ߚ and ߛ are assumed log normal distributed. Estimates from the derived scheduling models 
considering probability weighting from RDU are displayed afterwards.  
Values of Null Log-Likelihood (Null LL) and Final Log-Likelihood (Final LL), Adjusted Rho Square (Adj. 
RS) and Akaike information Criterion with Correction (AICC) are computed as the criteria for evaluating model 
performance.  
4.1. EU estimation  
Given a binary travel time distribution, as in the survey data, the derived scheduling model under expected 
utility maximization is formulated as  

ܧܷכ ൌ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓߙ ߤ ൅ ߛ ݌ ܮ ൅ ߢ ݌ כ ͳͲͲ ൅ ߣ ܿ ǡ ߛ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻΤ ൏ ͳ െ ݌ߙ ߤ ൅ ߚ ሺͳ െ ݌ሻ ܮ ൅ ߢ ݌ כ ͳͲͲ ൅ ߣ ܿ ǡ ߛ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻΤ ൒ ͳ െ ݌
െߟ ߤ െ ߱
ଶ
ʹ ሺߥ െ ߱ሻ ߤ
ଶ െ ߱ʹ ሺߤ
ଶ ൅ ߪଶሻ ൅ ߢ ݌ כ ͳͲͲ ൅ ߣ ܿ 
 ;ϭϬͿ
where ߤ ൌ ݐכ ൅ ݐ ൅ ݌ܮ(ݐכis the observed travel time of each respondent) and ߪ ൌ ܮඥ݌ሺͳ െ ݌ሻ. The linear 
model has a piece-wise function for the binary travel time distribution. Under the assumption on the lateness 
threshold ߬ א ሺݐǡ ݐ ൅ ܮሻ, the variable of excessive travel time frequency is equal to the probability of being 
delay݌. By scaling ݌ by 100 in Eq. 10, parameterߢ represents the marginal value to percentage of excessive 
delays.   
Estimates of the linear model under expected utility maximization are shown in Tab. 2 and results for the 
quadratic one are shown in Tab. 3. For MNL estimation, the quadratic model has better goodness of fit to the 
empirical data than the linear model does, given the same number of parameters. Significant parameter ߢ for 
excessive travel time percentage implies the preference of being early. 
Table 2. Parameter estimates from derived linear model under expected utility maximization  
Linear model ܧܷכ ܮܧܷெே௅כ  ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଵכ  ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଶכ  ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଷכ   
Estimates Value Robust-t Value Robust-t Value Robust-t Value Robust-t 
ߙ -0.166 -14.496 -0.375 -9.647 -0.375 -9.650 -0.416 -11.474 
ߚ -0.035 -6.849 -0.097 -6.491 -0.097 -6.503 -0.049 -7.087 
ߛ -1.030 -6.978 -2.667 -3.297 -2.677 -3.293 -1.328 -6.568 
ߣ -0.151 -15.063 -0.222 -13.217 -0.222 -13.226 -0.244 -16.043 
ߢ -0.100 -8.887 -0.130 -7.749 -0.130 -7.749 -0.117 7.473 
ߪఈ  - - 0.556 4.965 0.556 4.967 -0.536 5.854 
ߪఉ  - - 0.003 0.111 - - - - 
ߪఊ  - - 4.569 1.596 4.569 1.593 - - 
Null LL -2076.70 -2076.70 -2076.70 -2076.70 
Final LL -1757.17 -1647.67 -1647.67 -1656.95 
Adj. RS 0.152 0.203 0.203 0.199 
AICC 3524.13 3311.39 3309.37 3325.93 
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Table 3. Parameter estimates from derived quadratic model under expected utility maximization  
Quadratic model ܧܷכ ܳܧܷெே௅כ  ܳܧܷெ௑௅ଵכ  ܳܧܷெ௑௅ଶכ  
Estimates Value Robust-t Value Robust-t Value Robust-t 
ߟ 0.102 4.745 13.656 10.672 0.285 10.737 
ߥ -0.001 -2.577 -8.001 -0.059 - - 
߱ 0.026 6.349 0.063 7.497 0.063 7.499 
ߣ -0.137 -12.213 -0.211 -11.856 -0.211 -11.857 
ߢ -0.066 -7.265 -0.087 -6.911 -0.087 -6.907 
ߪఎ  - - 12.384 11.089 -0.257 -11.080 
ߪఔ  - - -0.116 -0.004 - - 
ߪఠ  - - -0.062 -6.090 -0.062 -6.101 
Null LL -2076.70 -2076.70 -2076.70 
Final LL -1755.44 -1656.53 -1656.53 
Adj. RS 0.152 0.198 0.199 
AICC 3520.90 3329.11 3325.09 
 
When starting mixing the scheduling parameter, both models’ performances are greatly improved. The results 
for the linear model in Tab. 2 are examined firstly. Apparently, taking heterogeneity of scheduling parameters 
into consideration in model ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଵכ  greatly improves the model performance. By removing the insignificant 
parameter ߪߚ , the model ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଶכ  has equally good performance as the model ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଵכ  has. The random 
parameter ߪఊ is insignificant different from 0 in the model ܮܧܷܯܺܮʹכ , but removing it in the model ܮܧܷெ௑௅ଷכ  
deteriorates the model performance. There is taste variation in the marginal utility of staying at the destination 
but it is difficult to capture such a variation with a distribution parameter. So the random parameter ߪఊ  is 
insignificant and its value is unexpectedly high. Thus the model ܮܧܷܯܺܮʹכ with mixing scheduling preference 
parameter ߪఈand ߪఊis chosen. With two more random coefficients in the linear scheduling model, the final log-
likelihood is increased by more than 100.  
Similar model selection is carried out for the quadratic model in Tab. 3, removing insignificant random 
parameter from MXL estimation and comparing the model performance. Individuals are indifferent to the 
scheduling preference parameter ߥ, the slope of marginal utility of being at home other than in vehicle when 
travel time varies with uncertainty. The model ܳܧܷܯܺܮʹכ with mixing scheduling preference parameter ߪఎandߪఠ 
has the best model performance. If comparing the best MXL model for linear with AICC of -1647.47 and 
quadratic with AICC of -1656.53, the linear model is better than the quadratic one, with one more parameter. By 
taking the heterogeneity, the quadratic model loses its advantage of nonlinearity to the linear scheduling model. 
The next step is to investigate the proof of the probability weighting in scheduling choices 
4.2. RDU estimation  
With the weighting probability functionݓ, the cumulative probability of outcomes, ranked from good to bad, 
are transformed. Provided the binary travel time distribution in the data set, the cumulative probability is ͳ െ ݌, 
the probability of being on time. Considering there are only four points for the variable ͳ െ ݌, difficulty may 
occur in identifying parametersܽandܾin the parametric weighting functionݓ . Especially, the four discrete 
points are gathered around small probabilities of delays, and we might not be able to estimate the parameter a, 
which determines the point where the probability weighting function crosses between over-weighting and under-
weighting. The derived RDU models in Eq. 9 are interpreted with respect to the binary travel time distribution 
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
ܴܦܷכ ൌ
ۖە
۔
ۖۓߙ ߤ෤ ൅ ߛ ൫ͳ െ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ൯ ܮ ൅ ߢ ൫ͳ െ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ൯ כ ͳͲͲ ൅ ߣ ܿ ǡ ߛ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻΤ ൏ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ
ߙߤ෤ ൅ ߚݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻܮ ൅ ߢ൫ͳ െ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ൯ כ ͳͲͲ ൅ ߣܿǡ ߛ ሺߚ ൅ ߛሻΤ ൒ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ
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where ߤ෤ ൌ ݐכ ൅ ݐ ൅ ൫ͳ െ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ൯ܮand ߪ෤ ൌ ܮඥሺͳ െ ݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻሻݓሺͳ െ ݌ሻ. We estimate the models including 
the probability weighting function ݓሺܨሻ in Eq. 3 and considering heterogeneity in preference parameters. As 
aforementioned, a Gibbs sampling technique may be required in MXL estimation of the linear model.  
Tab. 4 shows the results for the rank dependent linear scheduling model. Parameters ܽ and ܾ in weighting 
function Eq. 3 are estimated in the modelܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଵכ , and ܽ is found insignificantly different from 1 and ܾ is 
about 0.4, indicating that all probabilities are over-weighted. Thus we assume ܽ ൌ ͳin the model  ܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଶכ , and 
the model performance to the data is not deteriorated by fixing ܽ at 1. Again, parameter ߪఊis not significant 
different from 0, but removing it in the model ܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଷכ degrades the model performance. Thus, the model 
ܮܴܦܷܯܺܮʹכ is chosen. The estimated probability weighting function ݓሺܨሻ in the derived linear scheduling model is 
parameterized by  ܽ ൌ ͳand ܾ ൌ ͲǤͶ . 
When estimating the same probability weighting function in the quadratic specification, parameter ܾ  is 
statistically indifferent from 1. Therefore no estimation result for rank dependent quadratic model is presented. 
Table 4. Parameter estimates from derived linear model under rank dependent utility maximization 
Linear model ܴܦܷכ ܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଵכ  ܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଶכ  ܮܴܦܷெ௑௅ଷכ  
Estimates Value Robust-t Value Robust-t Value Robust-t 
ߙ -0.386 -9.957 -0.386 -10.081 -0.421 -11.219 
ߚ -0.090 -5.699 -0.090 -5.725 -0.047 -5.868 
ߛ -5.137 -1.267 -5.189 -1.397 -1.477 -2.073 
ߣ -0.232 -12.654 -0.232 -13.167 -0.242 -14.310 
ߢ -0.205 -1.882 -0.209 -4.918 -0.208 -2.168 
ߪఈ  0.531 4.879 0.529 5.279 0.553 5.271 
ߪఊ  14.681 0.730 14.672 0.741 - - 
ܽ 0.991 3.611 1 - 1 - 
ܾ 0.410 2.224 0.409 2.265 0.154 0.959 
Null LL -2076.70 -2076.70 -2076.70 
Final LL -1644.91 -1644.90 -1649.30 
Adj. RS 0.204 0.204 0.202 
AICC 3305.93 3305.37 3312.64 
 
The green curve in Fig. 2 depicts the shape of the estimated weighting function. Because the data covers the 
probability of being delay ݌ ൌ ሼͲǤͲʹͷǢ ͲǤͲͷǢ ͲǤͳǢ ͲǤʹሽ , that is, the probability of being on time ͳ െ ݌ ൌ
ሼͲǤͻ͹ͷǢ ͲǤͻͷǢ ͲǤͻǢ ͲǤͺሽ. Thus partial curve in the domain [0.8, 1] is highlighted with solid red line. A point of 
	 ൌ ͳ െ ݌ ൌ ͲǤͺ is analyzed. The objective probability of being delayed is 0.2 and the subjective probability is 
smaller than 0.2, because of the transformation of the weighting function. That is, the probabilities of being on 
time are over-weighted. Such behavior corresponds to optimism, provided that the uncertain travel time are 
ranked from best to worst in the domain of the analysis. This finding is consistent with other empirical results, for 
instance, Hensher, Greene and Li (2011) found risk-taking attitude in their data set where respondents were faced 
with risky route choices.  
In the quadratic model, no probability weighting is found. We cannot reject the expected utility maximization 
in favor of rank dependent utility maximization. One reason could be that the quadratic scheduling utility is 
concave per se and risk aversion is taken into account. On the other hand, the risk attitude is captured by the 
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probability weighting function when the utility specification is linear. It is also difficult to estimate parameters in 
the weighting function ݓǡ provided the lack of variation in probability.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Estimated weighting function ݓ 
Evidently, values of scheduling preference parameters are affected by the transformed probability in rank 
dependent scheduling model. Thus VTTV by scheduling preference parameters could be different between EU 
assumption and RDU assumption. Another observation with RDU estimation is parameter ߢ retains its 
significance after introducing probability weighting. In other words, the right tail of the travel time distribution is 
still evaluated as part of  VTTV.  
5. Conclusions 
Rank dependent utility maximization is applied in deriving a linear and a quadratic scheduling model in this 
paper. The optimal departure time and maximal utility derived under rank dependent utility maximization are 
different from that derived under expect utility maximization for the transformed travel time density function. 
Probability weighting is found when estimating the linear model and the estimated weighting function suggests 
optimism behavior of respondents. One should interpret this finding with caution. The nonlinearity in subjective 
probability weighting over ranked outcomes is only confirmed in the derived linear scheduling specification. The 
data set covers only a restricted domain where the probabilities of delays are small. Respondents could behave as 
risk-taking when probabilities of bad outcomes are small. The results also reveal the evidence of heterogeneity in 
scheduling preferences. Moreover, evidence for the variable of excessive travel times beyond the traditional 
scheduling model specifications is found in all estimations, even after controlling for probability weighting.  
In conclusion, by allowing for penalties for excessive travel time and heterogeneity in scheduling preferences 
parameters, the model performances of both the linear and quadratic model are significantly improved. The linear 
scheduling specification outperforms the quadratic one in the expected utility framework. Since the linear model 
is further improved by subjective probability weighting, the linear scheduling specification still outperforms the 
quadratic one in the rank dependent utility framework. The linear scheduling specification, including random 
parameters and an appropriate probability weighting, is thus recommended in studying departure time choices 
and value of travel time variability. For future work, it is of interest to explore the linear scheduling model on 
different travel time distributions while considering different weighting functions. 
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